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Dear DSLs,

Following what has already been communicated at the ePIC collaboration meeting (Jan 9-13, 2024), the DSLs are requested to prepare a TDR 
plan for their subsystem for calendar year 2024, including:

• The lab/testbeam/prototyping needed;
• The further progress needed for the reconstruction software;
• The verification of the implementation of the detector and detector response in simulation and validation using information from lab/

testbeam exercises or from literature;
• The studies required to demonstrate the detector performance;
• The required engineering design;
• The needed resources to achieve 60% (CD-2) and 90% (CD-3) design completion;
• The plan should include the time required to draft the text for the pre-TDR (CD-2) and TDR (CD-3).

The plan should present the activities required month by month in order to allow progress to be monitored. The ultimate goal of this exercise 
should be 90% design completion consistent with the requirements of the TDR and CD-3, indicatively by the end of 2024.  We recognize that the 
available time is limited. Therefore, please make an educated selection of the most essential studies doable within the available time.

We understand that a planning exercise like this will identify shortcoming in workforce and resources. Those shortcomings should be clearly 
identified so everyone is aware and we can work together to address them.

The plans will be presented at dedicated CC WG meetings, to be organized by the CC WG conveners over the next few weeks. The CC WG 
conveners will be asked to report on the status of the planning at the TIC meeting on Monday Feb. 19.

Thank you,

Silvia, John, Oskar, Matt, Prakhar

The Request



Preliminaries

SVT IB

SVT OB

SVT electron endcap

SVT hadron endcap



January 2024 ePIC Collaboration Meeting:

• SVT workfest at the January 2024 collaboration meeting served all of its intended purposes, 

• Tracking workfest served some of its intended purposes, but fell short e.g. in advancing the detector descriptions then and there,

• AC-LGAD workfest (Time-of-Flight subsystem) — factored out from what follows,

• Incorporation of the BEMC innermost imaging layer in tracking was/is in need of a volunteer.

Regular follow-up since the Collaboration meeting:

• SVT general meetings, work-package coordination meetings, sensor designers’ meetings — c.f. https://indico.bnl.gov/category/496/,

• MPGD general meetings, simulation meetings, uRWELL meetings, CyMBaL meetings — c.f. https://indico.bnl.gov/category/497/,

• Weekly track reconstruction meeting — c.f. https://indico.bnl.gov/category/463/, and bi-weekly vertexing meetings,

• Weekly joint track reconstruction, vertexing, and tracking working group meetings going forward — c.f. https://indico.bnl.gov/category/404/,

Today is certainly too soon to expect a worked-out response to the request.

Preliminaries

https://indico.bnl.gov/category/496/
https://indico.bnl.gov/category/497/
https://indico.bnl.gov/category/463/
https://indico.bnl.gov/category/404/
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Reconstruction Software

That is, there is quite some work before simulations will be able to demonstrate necessity and sufficiency (!) or inform design trade-offs,
Significant work also remains for the detector descriptions; for acceptance vs. engineering design, as well as for response, supports and services,
Groups in the SVT and MPGD DSC have identified/increased workforce; shortages remain and e.g. BEMC imaging layer is not currently covered.
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Detector Description — Example I

Shujie Li — c.f. https://indico.bnl.gov/event/21559/
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Detector Description — Example II

Courtesy Matt Posik
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Detector Description — Example III

Courtesy Matt Posik
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Multiple approaches:

• Tracking workfest examined an existing TDR and sought input on figures — will see follow-up in joint Thursday meetings

• For example, initial radiation dose estimates are available:

• and can be refined upon.  Likewise, rates and occupancies.

• MPGDs benefit from ongoing test-beam efforts,

• SVT is organized in work packages and has a WBS through TDR; evolving sensor timeline presents some complexity.

Towards TDR

Laura Gonella — c.f. https://indico.bnl.gov/event/20473/sessions/6736/#20240109

https://indico.bnl.gov/event/20473/sessions/6736/#20240109
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Towards TDR — CyMBaL

Francesco Bossu — c.f. https://indico.bnl.gov/event/21172/

https://indico.bnl.gov/event/21172/
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Towards TDR — ECT

Annalisa D’Angelo— c.f. https://indico.bnl.gov/event/21172/


(Tomorrow’s engineering meeting on Inner Detector Support Structures and Cooling 
aims to advance several of these and other items.)

https://indico.bnl.gov/event/21172/
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Towards TDR — SVT
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Towards TDR — SVT



Tracking / MPGD DSC / SVT DSC 

• Current approach is a combination of defining an outline guided by a set of necessary and sufficient tracking figures, 

• Work towards a worked-out detector concept,  

• Demonstration of technologies, where possible

• Note, however, that e.g. ITS3 ER2 is scheduled for submission in October 2024 and delivery in March 2025, so that functional verification 
will be beyond our current planning date(s),

• Plan is for success, so far; branch points will need attention not too long from now. 

Questions and comments (over-)heard in discussions that may warrant broader discussion:

• How is 60% or 90% design completion defined / assessed in practice?  (DOE O 413.3B appendix C-4 “design maturity”)

• Are we preparing for CD-2 or CD-2/3?

• Time and effort estimates currently seem to map better onto quarters than onto months.

To be continued (a failure to plan is, of course, a plan for failure).

Towards TDR — today’s snapshot


